Biomechanical Analysis of Flex Elbow on Bowling Speed in Cricket
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Abstract

Bowling in cricket is traditionally thought to be a rigid-arm motion, allowing no elbow straightening during the delivery phase. Conversely, research has shown that a perfectly rigid arm through delivery is practically unattainable, which has led to rule changes over the past years. The current rule requires a bowler not to increase the elbow angle by more than 158, thus requiring a measurement to confirm legality in “suspect” bowlers. This study examined whether such bowlers can produce an additional contribution to wrist/ball release speed by internal rotation of the upper arm. The kinematics of a bowling arm were calculated using a simple two-link model (upper arm and forearm). Using reported internal rotation speeds of the upper arm from baseball and bowling arm kinematics from cricket, the change in wrist joint speed was analysed as a function of effective arm length, and wrist distance from the internal rotation axis. A significant increase in wrist speed was noted. This suggests that bowlers who can maintain a fixed elbow flexion during delivery can produce distinctly greater wrist/ball speeds by using upper arm internal rotation.
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1. Introduction

The resolve of bowling in cricket is to deliver the ball to the batter so that the ball is hard for the batsman to counter, either through its speed or spin. Most bowlers commence with a smooth, rhythmical run-up to generate linear momentum which is channelized during the delivery stride to propel the upper body over the front leg. This activity generates the angular velocity of the bowling arm as it circumducts the glenohumeral joint. It is proposed that the development of wrist speed is equally important to spin and fast bowlers, in that it lends to the angular or linear speeds of the ball respectively.

The fast bowling action can be classified as side-on, front-on, semi-front-on or mixed depending on the orientation of the shoulder, hip axes and back foot alignment during delivery. Bowlers who use the side-on and front-on techniques are not at as much risk of injury as those who use the mixed technique. The semi-front-on action is a new technique that is based on the same principles as the two ‘safe actions’, where the alignment of the shoulders and hips are in the same direction. The mixed action features a realignment of the shoulders in the transverse plane during the delivery stride, which causes an increase in lumbar spine axial rotation, extension/flexion and lateral flexion. All these features occur cumulatively in a very short time when ground reaction forces are high. A combination of these factors has been linked to an increased incidence of radiological features in the thoracolumbar spine, including spondylolysis, intervertebral disc degeneration and spondylolisthesis (Foster et al., 1989; Elliott et al., 1992; Burnett et al., 1996). Spondylolisthesis was reported in 50% of A-grade fast bowlers over a period of 5 years by Payne et al. (1987) and has been found to represent 45% of bony abnormalities reported by retired, elite fast bowlers (Annear et al., 1992).

Biomechanical evaluation supports the claim that he maintains a constant elbow flexion angle throughout delivery (Lloyd et al., 2000). Elbow flexion is not only restricted to spin bowlers. In the past, fast bowlers such as Ian Meckiff (Australia) and Charlie Griffith (West Indies) were considered by some to bowl with a flexed elbow. Recently, however, the whole issue of elbow flexion in fast bowling has re-emerged after the two of the world's fastest bowlers, Shoaib Akhtar (Pakistan), Imtiaz Ahmed (India) and Brett Lee (Australia), were cited by umpires for a possible infringement of the bowling law. The use of internal rotation of the upper arm in cricket bowling to assist in the development of wrist/ball speed has not been examined and it appears some bowlers may utilise this technique. Previous work (Elliott et al., 1995; 1996; 1997) has clearly shown the importance of upper arm internal rotation in contributing to racquet-head speed in tennis and squash. Further, Marshall and Elliott (2000) suggested that internal rotation was a significant factor in most overarm throwing or striking activities. The purpose of this study is to investigate the mechanics of bowling with a flexed elbow, and to determine whether there is any advantage with respect to wrist/ball speed in doing so.

2. Methodology:

Six (06) cricket players from Narashans Cricket Academy (NCA), Aligarh were randomly selected for the purpose of the study. They performed bowling during training session. The mean age of the cricket players were age (18.98 years), height – (167.87 cm.), weight (53.29 kg.). For the acquisition of kinematical data, the subject’s throwing motion were recorded using Canon Legaria SF-10, 8.1 Mp video camera in a field setting operating at a nominal frame rate of 60 Hz and with a shutter speed of 1/2000 s and at 60fps. The camera was set-up on a rigid tripod and secured to the floor in the location at a distance of 12 meter from the point of throw. The camera was positioned perpendicular to the sagittal plane and parallel to the mediolateral axis (camera optical axes perpendicular on the sagittal plane) as their throwing arm giving approximately a 90° between their respective optical axes. The camera was also elevated to 95 cms and tilted down in order to get the image of the subject as large as possible while that all points of interested within one frame.

The recorded video footages were downloaded, slashed and edited by using the downloaded version of STHVCD55, Sony Vegas pro- 10software. Digitization, smoothing and analysis were conducted using the Silicon Coach Pro7 motion analysis software.
Figure 1 The basic bowling technique (right-hand bowler) has many characteristics: the run-up, leap, right foot contact, left arm motion, bowling arm rotation, left foot contact, ball release, and follow-through in respect to wrist linear velocity phase by phase.

For a straight bowling arm, ball velocity (BVe) can be considered to be the sum of the linear velocity of the shoulder (LVSh) plus the linear velocity of the wrist (LVWr) resulting from arm motion (/randmath/Am) plus the linear velocity of the hand (LVh) as a result of hand flexion (randmath/Hf) (Figure 2). This analysis examines the changes to the LVwr component of ball speed as a result of elbow flexion. We assume changes to wrist speed would have the same effect on ball speed for both straight and flexed elbow deliveries.
Figure 2. The bowling arm represented as a simple two-link model, showing the contribution of arm and hand flexion angular velocity to wrist and ball velocity.

Bowlers who have a flexed elbow during the latter stages of delivery carry the ball in the hand at some distance from the upper arm internal rotation axis, providing the opportunity to take advantage of this segmental rotation to contribute to ball speed. A two-link model representing the upper arm and forearm was used to compare the wrist/ball speed produced by a straight or a flexed bowling arm during delivery. Thus, to the ball speed contribution formula we now add the upper arm internal rotation angular velocity ($\dot{\phi}_{\text{IR}}$) times the ball-internal rotation axis distance ($\dot{\phi}_{\text{D}}$). However, since a flexed elbow also decreases the shoulder-wrist distance ($\text{rf} < \text{TA}$), it is necessary to consider the reduction in the contribution to ball speed from the arm's angular flexion velocity ($\dot{\phi}_{\text{A}}$).

3. Results.

The resultant arm length ($rA$) decreases as the flexion angle ($\theta$) is increased whereas the effective wrist-internal rotation axis distance ($d$) increases (Table 1). With an increase in elbow flexion angle to 35°, the resultant arm length decreases minimally (0.043 m) while distance $d$ increases to 0.167 m.
Table 1 The Resulting Shoulder-Wrist Distance and the Effective Wrist-Internal Rotation Axis Distance as a Result of Elbow Flexion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elbow flexion Angle degree</th>
<th>Resultant bowling arm length (m)</th>
<th>Effective wrist-IR axis distance (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As $\theta$ is changed from 5° to 35° the increase in wrist speed due to internal rotation at either 1950 °/s or 4600 °/s becomes increasingly greater than the loss in wrist speed due to a decrease in forearm length. For example, with an elbow flexion of 35°, the loss in wrist speed due to the decrease in rf is 1.20 m/s while the gain from the use of internal rotation could be between 4.71 m/s and 11.34 m/s. Few authors have reported angular velocities of the arm for bowling, although calculations based on the data in the review by Bartlett et al. (1996) suggest a value of approximately 1700 7/s (30 r/s) is required to produce the recorded ball speeds. Vaughn (1985) and Feltner and Dapena (1986) have reported upper arm internal rotation speeds of about 5700 7/s (100 r/s) in baseball pitching and Feltner and Nelson (1996) reported internal rotation speeds of 2000 7/s (35 r/s) in a waterpolo throw. Note that the internal rotation speeds achievable are influenced by the mass of the ball being thrown, and thus it might be expected that bowlers would achieve speeds closer to those of baseball pitchers than water polo players.

4. Discussion

Most bowlers do not hold a flexed elbow during the second stages of delivery. This effectively invalidates the possible contribution of upper arm internal rotation, which is a major subscriber to ball or racquet speed in most other throwing (Marshall and Elliott, 2000). From our calculations, bowlers using a flexed elbow during delivery may be able to produce a clear-cut advantage when originating wrist speed. The generation of wrist speed via upper arm internal rotation significantly outweighs any loss of wrist speed due to a reduction in effective bowling arm length. the range of elbow angles (5-35°) used and the slow internal rotation speed of 1950 °/s the net gain in wrist speed (and therefore ball speed) was between 0.72^136 m/s). Internal rotation speed is limited by the mass of the ball, and thus one would expect greater internal rotation speeds than this during the delivery of a cricket ball. While speeds equivalent to baseball pitching might not be generated, it is likely the gains in speed would be greater than those suggested above. Therefore, it does not matter whether a bowler consciously maintains a flexed elbow during delivery, or has an elbow deformity either of the fixed flexion or carry angle type — both provide the potential for substantially increased wrist and ball speed through the use of internal rotation of the upper arm.
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